
Stage 2
Term 3
Week 4



MONDAY



SPELLING
1. High Frequency words - look, cover, write and check words daily.

else caught mild copy

child children those nurse

close ray speed chose

2. Find spelling words that match these clues. The jumbled letter might help 
you.

Shut (scoel)_______________

The past tense of catch (auchtg) ________________

To make a replica (pyoc) ________________



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday



Plants in Summer

Plants grow quickly in summer.

Many plants flower in summer.

Flowers make seeds. Some flowers,

like apple blossoms, become fruit.

Fruit grows and ripens in the

summer.

In summer, trees are covered in

green leaves. The leaves

make food for the tree.

The trunk grows thicker.

READING
1. Underline what happens to tree 

trunks in summer
2. Circle what flowers make in 

summer
3. Put a box around what covers 

trees in summer
4. Colour what happens to fruit 

in summer



Circle the correct answers. 

1 When do apple blossoms become fruit? 

a. Summer         b. Spring               c. Winter            d. Autumn. 

2 What do the leaves of a tree do in summer? 

a. attract insects  b. make food for the tree c. make roots  d. protect the trunk.

3 What ripens in summer? 

a. leaves       b. trees            c. fruit               d. flowers

READING



Crunch & sip



The past week you have been learning about advertisements. Today’s lesson will challenge you to look at some logos and 
write what you think the logo represents or what it is trying to sell. 

On the following slides you will see a logo with a textbox to write your answer. Look for little hidden symbols, pictures or 
messages in each logo to help you.

Here is an example that I have done for you:

WRITING

I can see a stick 
figure riding a bike 
so i think this means 
something about 
cycling (bike 
riding). 

*Look at the letters 
O, U and R in TOUR*



Answer: Answer:



Answer: Answer:



Answer: Answer:



recess



Money

In your book, write different ways to make:

a) $50

b) $3.50

c) $10.00

d) $12.45

Check your answers using a calculator

MATHEMATICS



Math activity
Today, Math is set up into three sections. Here is what you need 
to do:

● Complete one of the slides that you feel comfortable with in 
your book

● You may complete all three slides if you wish
● Once you have completed, mark your work using a calculator
● Write a self-reflection about the completed activity
● Use the hundreds chart if needed

****REMEMBER….. Only complete the one you can 

 



Hundreds chart



One digit



Two digits



Three digits



four digits



Fitness Activity: Week 4
Fun activity: Here is a link to your fitness activity for 
today. Your family may like to joy in too! If you are unable 
to click the link, type the link into youtube. Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_A_HjHZxfI

Take a photo and upload to Class Dojo or Google Classroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_A_HjHZxfI


lunch



This week’s worksheet has been added to 
your class dojo.

Hope you enjoy completing it. 

GEOGRAPHY



TUESDAY



SPELLING
1. High Frequency words - look, cover, write and check words daily.

else caught mild copy

child children those nurse

close ray speed chose

2. Draw a line to match the word to its opposite

Close
Caught
Speed
Child

Adult
Stroll
Open
Released

3. Write your own definitions of 3 list words.



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday



READINGWe eat more fresh food in 
Summer. Salads are made from 
fresh Summer vegetables. 
Families enjoy the outdoors by 
having picnics and barbecues. 
Many fruits, such as berries, 
melons and peaches, are ripe in 
the Summer. Fruit salad is good 
for you and tastes good too.

Summer Food



1. Underline Summer activities on the slide above.

2. Circle summer foods on the slide above.

Finding facts and information

What do we eat more of in Summer? ___________________________________ 

What ingredients go into a salad? _____________________________________

Where do families enjoy barbecues?___________________________________
 
What are some Summer fruits? ______________________________________

What can be made with Summer fruits? ________________________________



Crunch & sip



WRITING
This week we will be looking at newspaper articles and creating our own. For this 
week you will need to have an understanding of the features of newspaper 
articles. The next few slides will need to be used and referred back to 
throughout the week. 





You will need to look at these information slides to help you answer and 
complete the activities this week. 

It might be a good idea to have a parent or carer read this information to 
you if you're working with the packs.

If you're working on google slides you might want to get a parent/carer to 
help you read this information as well.

A summary of the information is on the next slide.  



Features of the newspaper - summary
The features you will need to look for are;

- Heading - title 
- Sub-heading (smaller heading within the text)
- Main body (paragraphs)
- Slogan (there is no slogan for this next activity)
- Photographs - (look for a picture)
- Byline - (name of person who wrote the article)



The Olympics
Today for writing you will need to watch some of the Olympic 
games on channel 7. This will give you background 
information and help you for the writing activities this 
week.

Go Australia! 



recess



MATHEMATICS
Number of the day: Your number for today is 18. 

Choose based upon your ability (harder numbers can be found on the 
following pages).

Using number 18, answer the following questions;

1. Write the number in words
2. Add 10 
3. What is 10 less
4. Round your number to the nearest ten 
5. Complete the pattern by adding 3 each time - 12, 15, __, __, __.
6. Round to the nearest 10. 10 or 20? Circle your answer.
7. Even or odd? Circle your answer
8. Partition the number - __ tens and __ ones.



Number of the day 
Number = 152

1. Write the number in words
2. Add 50 
3. Subtract (take away) 35
4. Round your number to the nearest ten 
5. Complete the pattern 163, 166, 169, ___, ___, ___. 
6. Round to the nearest 100. 100 or 200? Circle your answer.
7. Even or odd? Circle your answer
8. Partition the number - _ hundreds, _ tens, _ ones 
9. Double 152 =

10. Write your 3 timetables 



Number of the day   
Number = 3218 

1. Write the number in words
2. Add 160
3. Subtract (take away) 76
4. Round your number to the nearest 10.
5. Round your number to the nearest 100. 
6. Complete the pattern 3218, 3228, 3238, ____, ____, ____.
7. Even or odd? Circle your answer
8. Partition the number - _ thousands, _ hundreds, __tens and __ ones.
9. Double 3218 = 
10. Next three odd numbers are? ____, ____, ____.
11. Write your 3 timetables



Fitness time!
Fun activity: Here is a link to your fitness activity for 
today. Your family may like to joy in too! If you are unable 
to click the link, type the link into youtube. Have fun! 

Play catch and kick a ball Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

Clean your room

Clean your room 5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Family Walk Play catch and kick a ball Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play catch and kick a ball Play catch and kick a ball

Make up a dance and 
teach your family

Learn a tic toc dance Play catch and kick a ball Family Walk Learn a tic toc dance

Learn a tic toc dance Family bike or scooter 
ride

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Have a relay race with 
your family

Family Walk Clean your room Have a plank contest Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family bike or scooter 
ride

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Family Walk

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

5 star jumps and jog on 
the stop for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden

Play soccer, basketball or 
touch football

Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

Help adult in the garden Help adult in the garden Skip up and down your 
driveway for 10 minutes

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B1uJGWKxCg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0B1uJGWKxCg


lunch



For Science today you will be learning about physical world.

The physical world includes everything around us and what you 
can see such as trees, grass, plants, rivers, oceans and 
animals. Think about things that are living/alive to help you. 

List 5 examples of the physical world at your house (check the 
front/backyard);

1. 4.

2. 5.

3.

 

SCIENCE



Draw the 5 things you could see in your back/front yard. (Students working online will 
need to do this on spare paper or in yellow workbooks.

1. 4. 

2. 5.

3. 



WEDNESDAY



SPELLING
1. High Frequency words - look, cover, write and check words daily.

else caught mild copy

child children those nurse

close ray speed chose

2. Put 2-3 spelling words into a sentence using capital letters, full-stops, question marks, 
exclamation marks, etc

3. Write your own definitions for 3 words from the spelling list.



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday



Conserving Water

Desert animals have special 
water-saving strategies. Some 
animals in dry habitats do not sweat 
to cool down. This helps the 
kangaroo rat and the fennec fox to 
conserve water. Reptiles have thick 
skins. Spiders and insects have 
exoskeletons. These hard, outer 
shells reduce water loss.

READING



1. Underline how reptiles stay cool.

2. Colour how kangaroo rats and fennec foxes conserve water.

3. Put a box around what special strategies all desert animals have.

Compare and Contrast

 On the slide above:

Put a tick next to information that is true. Put a cross next to 
information that is false. 
A. The fennec fox does not sweat to help it cool down. 
B. All desert animals have ways to conserve water. 
C. Kangaroo rats have thick skins to help them save water. 
D. Spiders have exoskeletons to keep cool. 
E. Desert animals need to always be near water. 
F. An exoskeleton can help an animal reduce water loss.

READING



Crunch & sip



Today you will view a newspaper article and try to label it using the features of a newspaper article 
from yesterday (turn back to Tuesday’s slides for more information).

The features you will need to look for are;

- Heading 
- Sub-heading (smaller heading within the text)
- Main body (paragraphs)
- Slogan
- Photographs 
- Byline (name of person who wrote the article). 

Remember: some features might not be there.

WRITING



Feature:

Feature:

Main Body 

Feature:

Feature:

Using the paper 
copy: write the 
feature and draw 
an arrow to where 
it is.

Working online in 
classroom:type 
your answer by 
clicking on 
‘feature’ and 
explain where it 
is on the article 
(top left / on the 
right side etc) or 
use the line tool 
at the top of the 
page.



recess



Numeracy - Split strategy: addition and subtraction



activity
Using the Split Strategy images for guidance, complete the 
following questions in your math book. 

For example:

34 + 23 = 57

30 + 20 = 50

4 + 3 = 7

50 + 7 = 57 







Split strategy activity
Complete in your book. 

Remember to show your

working out using the 

“Split Strategy”. 



Fitness Activity 
Fun activity: Here is a link to your fitness activity for 
today. Your family may like to joy in too! If you are unable 
to click the link, type the link into youtube. Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc1Ag9m7XQo

Take a photo and upload to Class Dojo or Google Classroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lc1Ag9m7XQo


lunch



Connection to the Community

a) Draw a picture of you and your family having dinner 
together at your favourite restaurant in your local area

b) Upload to Class Dojo or Google Classroom

CREATIVE ARTS



THURSDAY



SPELLING
1. High Frequency words - look, cover, write and check words daily.

else caught mild copy

child children those nurse

close ray speed chose

2. Rewrite the spelling words in alphabetical order using colour,  blue for consonants and red for 
vowels.

3. Separate these words into syllables.

Indeed _______ _________     Children ________ _______

Copy _________ _________     Else ___________



SPELLING
Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday



Finding Water

Water is hard to find in a dry habitat. 
Birds and large mammals, such as 
antelopes, elephants and zebras, travel 
long distances to find water. Other 
animals get water from the food they 
eat. Bilbies and kangaroo rats get water 
from insects, fruit, seeds and leaves.

READING



1. Underline how bilbies and kangaroo rats get water..

2. Circle how large mammals find water.

3. Put a box around what is hard for all animals to find in a dry place.

Compare and Contrast

Finding the similarities and differences in a text helps us understand it.

On the slide above: 

Put a tick next to information that is true. Put a cross next to information that is 
false. 
A. Antelopes and elephants are mammals. 
B. It is hard for all animals to find water in a dry habitat. 
C. Zebras drink more water than any other animal. 
D. Bilbies and kangaroo rats are ocean animals. 
E. Fruit, seeds and leaves can give some animals water. 
F. Bilbies are large mammals.

READING



Crunch & sip



Today you will write/create your own newspaper article (this will be the activity for today and Friday). 

We will be focusing on the Tokyo Olympics and writing an article about one of the sports in the Olympics. 
To help you with this activity you will need to watch some of the Olympic games. You will need to select a 
sport to write about. A few examples - Swimming, Rowing, Weight Lifting, Gymnastics, Fencing and 
Volleyball. 

- The information you write about doesn't have to be accurate ( you might like to make some of it up, or ALL of 
it). 

- You can use actual names or real names by doing some research.
- You might like to interview your parent or carer and add some “speech marks” as if you conducted an 

interview. 
- Draw a picture and add some colour to make it look interesting. 
- Have some FUN! Don’t stress if you struggle with this. It is most likely the first time you’re attempting this. 

We will be covering this at school when we return. All we want if for you to have an attempt.

______________________________________________________________________________________

Over the page you will see a very brief example of a newspaper article I have created. 

You will need to take your time, plan out what you will draw for your photograph, what your title is going to be etc.

If you complete this today, I will attach another template for you to complete - you may write a newspaper article about a topic of your 
choice (once you have finished the Olympics newspaper article). 

WRITING



Aussie golden girls break the World Record.
The women's 4x100m Australian 
Olympic team accelerate through the 
pool to claim gold at the Tokyo 
2020 Olympics. Cate Campbell, her 
sister Bronte, Emma McKeon and Meg 
Harris showed no fear when they 
dived into the final of the 4x100m 
relay event. The golden girls 
smashed their competition, breaking 
the world record that they had 
previously set at the 2016 
Olympics. 

Despite most of NSW being in lockdown, it did not stop 
them taking to social media saying “Wow, these girls are 
amazing”, “The fantastic four have done it again”, “This 
is what it means to be an Australian”. The Australian 
Olympic team have made a great start to their olympic 
medal hunt. 

Written by - Stage 
2 teachers.

5th August, 2021



Title - 
Paragraph 1 - 

Paragraph 2 -

Written by - 

5th August, 2021

This slide of for people working on Google Classroom ONLY - edit this slide by clicking to type.

Insert photo here (copy and paste from 
google)

Delete this shape and paste your picture here 
(move your picture to where this is).



This slide is for people working with the hard copy packs ONLY - use this template. 



recess



Jump Strategy

Example of Jump Strategy: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vyd7E3klRuk

MATHEMATICS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vyd7E3klRuk


Jump strategy - Addition activity
Answer the following questions using the Jump Strategy in 
your book. Remember to draw the line and write the numbers. 

1 2 3

13 + 5 = 
11 + 3 = 
19 + 4 = 
17 + 2 = 
15 + 7 = 

23 + 19 = 
32 + 15 = 
57 + 34 = 
44 + 29 = 
63 + 59 = 

123 + 111 =
278 + 234 =
453 + 167 = 
398 + 295 = 
786 + 348 = 



Jump strategy - subtraction activity



Jump strategy - subtraction activity
Answer the following questions using the Jump Strategy in 
your book. Remember to draw the line and write the 
numbers.

1 2 3

13 - 5 = 
11 - 3 = 
19 - 4 = 
17 - 2 = 
15 - 7 = 

23 - 19 = 
32 - 15 = 
57 - 34 = 
44 - 29 = 
63 - 59 = 

123 - 111 =
278 - 234 =
453 - 167 = 
398 - 295 = 
786 - 348 = 



Fitness time!
Fun activity: Here is a link to your fitness activity for 
today. Your family may like to joy in too! If you are unable 
to click the link, type the link into youtube. Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3DSYn2jIKE&list=RD0B1uJGWKx
Cg&index=2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3DSYn2jIKE&list=RD0B1uJGWKxCg&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=h3DSYn2jIKE&list=RD0B1uJGWKxCg&index=2
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Connections to the Community:

Topic: Food 

a) Write a list of all the food places in your community
b) Place your list in the boxes below:

PDHPE

Supermarkets Fruit & Veg Restaurants Cafes Other



PDHPE
c) Write a brief description of your family's favourite 
restaurant in your local area. For example, name, what do 
you like about it and why? 



FRIDAY



SPELLING
Write your weekly spelling test. Get someone from home to read 
aloud the spelling list to you and check your spelling. Let your 
teacher know how many you got correct this week.

Complete the word search.



Else
Child
Close
Those
Speed
Caught
Children
Ray
Mild
Copy
Nurse
Chose
Similar
Indeed
Afternoon



Read aloud a book of your choice for 15 minutes to someone at home.

READING



Crunch & sip



Continue with Olympics slides from yesterday or complete another newspaper 
article on a subject or article of your choice using the next two slides.  

You might like to create a newspaper article about food, clothes, schools 
being closed, COVID 19, animals etc. 

If you’re still working on your Olympics slides, ignore this. 

**If you find this task too hard** 

- You can write a story (at least half a page) about the Olympics in your 
yellow books. You will need to add a picture to your story. 

WRITING



Title - 
Paragraph 1 - click here to write 

Paragraph 2 - click here to write

Written by - 

5th August, 2021

This slide of for people working on Google Classroom ONLY - edit this slide by clicking to type.

Insert photo here (copy and paste from 
google)

Delete this shape and paste your picture here 
(move your picture to where this is).



This slide is for people working with the hard copy packs ONLY - use this template. 



recess



Activity:

1. Design and make your own board game. It needs to have:
❖ Addition and subtraction number sentences such as 43+21= and 32-11=
❖ Word Problems using addition and subtraction (I have $24. My sister 

gave me $11. How much do I have altogether?).

2. Upload photo on Class Dojo or Google Classroom once you are 
completed. 

3. Finish unfinished math work 

MATHEMATICS



Fitness activity 
Fun Activity: Here is a link to your fitness activity for 
today. Your family may like to joy in too! If you are unable 
to click the link, type the link into youtube. Have fun! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoUPJPsHCUE

Take a photo and upload to Class Dojo or Google Classroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hoUPJPsHCUE


lunch



LEARNING JOURNAL
Now that you have completed your lessons for 
the week please click into your Week 4 
Learning Journal and submit it through Google 
Classroom or Class Dojo.


